
We come to this program from homes and app..:...rtments, offices :.·nd 

schools, treatment centers 2nd jails, parks &nd gutters. We come from 

many different places; but the're all called lonliness, and p&in, and 

fear. Somehow addiction� draws us together·; to Narcotics Anonymous. 

We come to this program for many different reasons; but those of 

us who stay all do so for the same re3son. The desire to stop using 

and stay clean. After we've actually stopped ��i�> and after the fog 

has cleared a bft, most of us t�ke a look around to see what this 

program is all about. MaRy of us like whg,;t, • c GQe ane 1� to l;.)eeoffle 

-&-p,-1rt of this '-11'0.'f ef life �1. A. We sto..rt trying to do the things 

that we see those around us doing. Eventually we come to the Twelve 

Steps and try to work them as best we can. The result is a degree of 

freedom tha� we have never known before. We find freedom from drugs 

and the obsession to use them; and in time a bit of freedom from that 

part of ourselves that has been destroying us. 

We're taught that we can only keep what we have by giving it away. 

So, we .seek out or are led to other addicts who have problems like ours 
f, �,f 

and who want help. Usu&lly, one of the.things .�e try to do when we're 

working with a newcomer is to get them to a meeting.� s-e-en as possible. 

After all, that's what worked for us. 

Why is this so? What is it about our meetings that's so special? 

Usually, about all we can say iB that there's a feeling there; a feeling 

of strength, and hope, and love; an a.tmosphere of recovery. Our meetings 

are very special to most of us; a place that's "safe", a plc1ce where we 

fit in; but what keeps them that. way? One would think that any time that 

people like us got together the result would be chaos. Groups of self

centered, strong-willed, isolc-tE:d indi victuals just can't meet togethor 
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peacefully and safely; but we do. The reason that we can is that we 

hav·e Twelve Traditions that help to keep our groups "safe" and free. 

For most of us understanding of these traditions comes slowly over 

a period of time. We pick up a little information here an·d there as 

we talk to members and visit various groups. It usually isn't until 

we get involved in service that someone points out that "Personal recoveJ I 

(our recovery) "depends on N.A. unity", and that unity depends .on how 

well we stick to our traditions. Wheft we leara taio, moe:t of l:l:S get 
1)e.ca.v� e 

qQisk aad. �ry: to loanr abot1:ie 012r �? aditi�. "We hear about 

"suggested steps" and "no musts" so often1 that some of us make � � 

mistake and assume that this applies to our grqups the same way that 

it applies to the individual member. The Twelve Traditions of Narcoti.cs 

Anonymous are not suggested; they are not negotiable. They are the 

rules that keep our fellowship alive and free. 

By following these principles in our dealings with others in N.A. 

anq with society at large we avoid many pr$blems. This isn't to say that 

our traditions� el.iminate all our problems. We"-3:+ still have to face 

difficulties as they arise; communications problems, differences of 

opinion, internal controversies, problems with individuals and groups 
w"-t.n we.. 

outside the fellowship, and the like. However, if ·,re eaR,, apply these 

principles �th0n tl:.1.�y .ire ;r;;i.0oa_oel we ,e,Qfto, avoid some of the pitfalls,- aft& 

-t�e. t'ewo:P 'bM pit.f.ill. t:be · smeetA0r OQF Pea.el uill &:D-.-

t+.O.W\"'\ � iur problems are '\Te:ry· m�ch like those our predecessor� had to 
o.W'\.d ov e.re,o .w.. . b,r'th "'to 

face�--7:rheir hard won experience gave�4*8 the Traditions; and our own 

experience has shown that these principles are just as valid today as 
O\Jv-- "T!'�drtiot'\� or-e W¥'�t PV'otec.:i vs � .... OW\ 
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We come to this program from homes and app�rtments, offices �nd 

schools, treatment centers and jails, parks and gutters. We come from 

many different places; but the're all called lonliness, and pain, and 

fear. Somehow addiction� draws us together; to Narcotics Anonymous. 

We come to this program for many different reasons; but those of 

us who stay all do so for the same re�son. The desire to stop using 

and stay clean. After we've actually stopped using, and after the fog 

has cleared a bit, most of us take a look around to see what this 

program is all about. Many of �s like what we see and want to become 

a part of this way of life - N.A. We start trying to do the things 

that we see those around us doing. Eventually we come to the Twelve 

Steps and try to work them as best we can. The result is. a degree of 

freedom that we have never known before. We find freedom from drugs 

and the obsession to use them; and in time a bit of freedom from that 

part of ourselves that has been destroying us. 

We're taught that we can only keep what we have by giving it away. 

So, we seek out or are led to other addicts who have problems like ours 

and who want help. Usually, one of the things �e try to do when we're 

working with a newcomer is to get them to a meeting as soon as possible. 

After all, that's what worked for us. 

Why is this so? What is it about our meetings that's so special? 

Usually, about all we can say is that there's a feeling there; a feeling 

of strength, and hope, and love; an atmosphere of recovery. . . 
Our meetings 

are very special to most of us; a place that's "safe", a place where we 

fit in; but what keeps them that way_? One would think that any time that 

people like us got together the result would be chaos. Groups of self

centered, strong-willed, isolated individuals just can't meet together 



TRADITION ONE 

Our common welfare: should come first; personal recovery: depends 
on N.A. unity 

It makes sense that 011r f in;t Tr,-1d i.tion concerns unity and our 

common welfare. One of the most important p rts of our new way of life 

is being a part of a group of Pdc.icts c=:lso seeking recovery. Our 

survival is directly rel�ted to the survival of our group and of our 

fellowship. 

Before coming to N.A. most of us tried ·to clean up or stay clean 

on our own. Many of us sought tre,;>tment or professional help. These 

efforts were unsuccessful for us; it wasn't until we came to N.A. that 

recovery seemed possible. Somehcw this program could do for us what we 

could not do for ourselves. We cume (1nd saw this program working in the 

lives of other addicts. Their recovery gave us hope for ourselves. We 

becrme a part of the group and found out that we could make it too. We 

learned that those who came to our meetings regularily stFyed clean. We 

also learned that those who did not continue being an active o�rt of 

this fellowship faced a rough rot; 1 and often relapsed. Most of us agree 

that without N.A. we would be in real trouble. We know that we can't 

do it alone, and nothing else ever worked for us. For our own good we 

try to do what's best for the gro�p. 

This isn't to say that the g�oup is shoved down the individuals 
VV-...;-e.v 

throat. Most of us hzveAexperienced the kind of personal attention end 

care that we find in N.A. We are accepted �nd loved for what we are 

instead of in spite of what we ur1!. The individual is precious to the 

group, and the group is precious to the individual. We become members 

when we choose to; and can leeve whenever we want. No one can revoke our 

membership or punish us or make u13 do 1nything that we don't choose to do. 



We are taught this way of life by example rttther than by direction. We 

share our experiences and learn from each other. In our addiction we 

consistently placed our personal welfare before everything else. Here 

we find that in the long run whc:: t,' s best for the group is usuE'.lly good 

for us. We choose to conform to the common good because that's what 

works for us. 

Our personal experiences while using differ from member to member. 

However, as a group we have found many common thenes in our addiction. 

One of these shared symptoms was our need to prove our self-sufficency. 

We convinced ourselves that we could make it alone and.proceeded to 

live life on that basis. The results were disasterous, and in the end, 

each of us has had to admit that our self-sufficiency was a lie. We 

found that we could not control our addiction and that we could no 

longer manage our own lives successfully. This surrender was the starting 

point of our recovery, and because we have all experience it, surrender 
� 

is a primary point of unity for ,Jur fellowship. 

Not only are there common themes in our addiction, but we find 

that in recovery we also have much in common. We share a common desire 

to stop using ·and stay clean. We have the Twelve Steps, a common method. 

Each of us has learned to depend on a power greater than ourselves, this 

is our common strength. We have a common purpose of carrying the message 

to the addict who still suffers. We have our Traditions, the rules that 

�rotect us from ourselves. We snare many things, and all of these are 

points of unity for us. 

Unity is a reality in Narcotics Anonymous. This isn't to say that 

we don't have our disagreements and conflicts, we do. Whenever people 

get together there are differences of opinion and preference. However, 

when the chips are down we pull together. Time and time again we've 

seen this; in times of trouble or crisis we set aside our differences 



and -work for the common good. Ho1..r often ha.ve we seen two members who 

usually don� get along very well working together with a newcomrner? How 

often have we seen a group painting or cutting weeds to pay the rent for 

their meeting hall,? How often have we seen members drive hundreds of 

miles to help support a new group? These activities and many others are 

commonplace within our fellowship. Unity and the common good are very 
�iA!)'5 

important to us. They must be, because without theseA N.A. could not l1C\v-c 

survival ��without N.A. few of us would have survived, ettP dru� aaeii:ili:cm, ' . 
and fewer still would have found recovery. 



TRAD!TION ONE 

Our common we.lfarE: should come first; personal recovecy depends 
on N.A. unity 

It makes sense that our f i r�,t Trnc. L tion cone erns unity and our 

common welfare. One of the most important p rts of our new way of life 

is being a part of a group of Pdc'icts c lso seeking recovery. Our · 

survival is directly related tot.he survival of our group and of our 

r ell d•shi p. 

Before coming to N.A. most cf us tried to clean up or stay clean 

o.p our own. Many of us -sought tre;.•tment or professional help. These 

efforts were unsuccessful for us; it wasn't until we came to N.A. that 

recovery seemed possible. Somehcw th Ls progr,:1 m could do for us what we 

could'. not do for ourselves. We cume :.ind saw this program working in the 

lives.of other sddicts. Their recovery gave us hope for ourselves. We 
·' 

beer.me a part of the group and fcund out that we could make it too. We 

laarneq that those who came to our meetings regularily st�yed clean. We 

also l.earned that those who did not continue being an active p�-rt of 

this 1"ellowship faced a rough roLj and often relapsed. Most of us agree 

that Without N;A. we would be in real trouble. We know that we can't 

do it alone, and nothing else ever worked for us. For our own good we 

try to' do what's best for t·he gro.lp. 

'J.!lis isn't to say that the group is shoved down the individuals 
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throat. Most of us haveAexperienc3d the kind of personal attention and 

care that we find in N.A. We a�e accepted and loved for what we are 

instead of in spite of what we ar,3. The individual is precious to the 

group, and the group is precious -,o the individual. We become members 

when we choose to; &.nd can lecve whenever we want. No one can revoke our 

membership or punish us or make w; do i,nything that we don't choose to do. 



We, �f� taught this way of life by example rrtther than by direction. We 
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sh.a� our experiences and lec1rn from each other. In our addiction we 

consistently placed our personal welfare before everything else. Here 

w� fipd that· ·in the long run whr,L' s best for the group is usually good 

for qJ .. We c,poose to conform to the common good. because that's what 
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�f us has had to admit that our self-sufficiency was a lie. We 

foun,t- that we could not control our addiction and that we could no 

long� .manage our own lives succ Eissfull.y. This surrender was the starting 

poiti�'of OUT recovery, and becaUSH We have all experience, it, surrender 
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is a primary point of unity for ,:iur fellowship. 
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-':�()t only are there common themes in our addiction, but we find 

th•t-· ·Jn recovery we also have much in common. We share a common desire 

t°o stf�p using ·and stay clean. We have the Twelve Steps, a common method. 

Ea.eh 'of us has learned to depend on a power greater than ourselves, this . ·, 
is ou-t common strength. We have a common purpose of carrying the message 

tp t�-addict who still suffers. We have our TI'aditions, the rules that 

�rotect us from ourselves. We s.c.are many things, and all of these are ' 

po��.s .. ,of unity for us. 

U�ity is a reality in Narcotics Anonymous. This isn't to say that 

we don't have our disagreements and conflicts, we do. Whenever people 

get together there are differences of opinion and preference. However, 

when the chips are down we pull together. Time and time again we've 

seen this; in times of trouble or crisis we set aside our differences 
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